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ADEFENDANTWHO COMMITSAN INTENTIONAL
TORT IS NOT ENTITLED TOAPPORTIONMENT FOR

THE NEGLIGENCE OF OTHERS

O
n May 25, 2020, George Floyd was killed
by a Minneapolis police officer who knelt
on his neck for nearly 8 minutes after

George had resisted arrest. This event galvanized our
nation and the world leading to protests, looting, and
calls for racial justice. A week after this incident, the
California Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the
B.B. A Minor et al. v. County of Los Angeles, (“B.B.
Minor”) case, believed to involve similar facts to that of
George Floyd. On August 10, 2020, the Supreme Court
held in B.B Minor, that a defendant (police officer) who
is found to commit an intentional tort is not entitled to a
reduction of non-economic damages under Cal Civil
Code 1431.2 (Proposition 51) if Plaintiff's injuries also
resulted from the negligence of others. Proposition 51
does not allow an intentional tortfeasor to apportion
liability to a negligent co-defendant or third party. While
a negligent tortfeasor can apportion liability to an
intentional one, an intentional tortfeasor cannot argue
for apportionment to a merely negligent one.

The events leading to this lawsuit took place in
Compton, California. On August 3, 2012, Los Angeles
County Sherriff's department received a call after several
witnesses saw Darren Burley, a black man, attacking a
woman on the street. When police arrived, Burley did
not respond to the deputies' orders and instead resisted
arrest by attempting to chase after the woman who
alleged that Burley had tried killing her. ADeputyAviles
allegedly pinned Burley down to the ground with his
knee on his back and neck and the other deputies
allegedly beat him with a flashlight. Burley lost
consciousness and died 10 days later.

Burley's wife and children filed suit against the
County and the deputies asserting claims for battery,
negligence, and wrongful death. The trial court found
deputy Aviles guilty of battery, "attributing" 20%
responsibility for Burley's death to Aviles' use of

excessive force. The jury also found that Burley had been
negligent and that he bore 40% responsibility and the other
deputies were responsible for the other 40%. Despite this
allocation, the trial court entered judgment against Aviles
for 100% of the non-economic damages, set at $8 million.
The court came to this result because the jury found Aviles'
liability was based on commission of an intentional tort.
The Court of Appeals reversed the judgment, holding that
Proposition 51 limits the liability for noneconomic damage
of all defendants - including intentional tortfeasors - to
their proportionate share of fault.

The California Supreme Court granted review to
address the application of Proposition 51 and reversed the
judgment of the Court of Appeal. The court held that an
intentional tortfeasor cannot apportion fault to other
wrongdoers.

The question before the Supreme Court was how
this section applied to intentional tortfeasors like Deputy
Aviles. In its analysis, the court distinguished between mere
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DOCTOR’S EXPERT OPINION
ON STANDARD OF CARE MUST

GIVE REASONS FOR
CONCLUSION THAT TREATMENT

WAS REASONABLE

I
n September 2015, Christi McAlpine had a
colonoscopy with Dr. Norman. She then had a
second one with another doctor. Later, after

experiencing severe abdominal pain, and emergency
surgery, it was discovered that the colon had been
perforated. McAlpine sued Dr. Norman and the hospital
for professional negligence (McAlpine v. Norman, et al,
(2020 3rd Dist) 2020 DJDAR 7036)

Dr. Norman filed a motion for summary judgment
that was primarily based upon his expert’s declaration
that Norman’s conduct was “reasonable” and otherwise
“met the standard of care” for colonoscopy surgery.
The expert also opined that having such a procedure
carried a natural risk of such perforation. McAlpine
opposed, but did not include counter expert testimony,
and instead argued that Norman had not met his initial
burden. Prior to the hearing, McAlpine sought leave to
amend her complaint to add a new defendant doctor
who allegedly caused additional injuries during the
subsequent emergency surgery.

The court heard the motion for leave a month prior
to the motion for summary judgment hearing, and denied
leave. It thereafter granted Norman’s motion for
summary judgment, contending that he had met his initial
burden regarding standard of care, and the burden then
shifted to McAlpine, who failed to provide counter expert
testimony. Thus, the motion for summary judgment was
granted. McAlpine appealed both rulings.

Held: Reversed as to the MSJ - Norman failed to
meet his initial burden.

Norman’s expert declaration was conclusory and
without foundation that the doctor’s conduct was
reasonable with respect to the standard of care. The
court held that such testimony was based solely on bare
conclusions, and did not sufficiently discuss the
applicable standard of care or why the standard had
been met in this instance. As such, Norman’s initial
burden had not been met. Thus, the burden never shifted
to plaintiff, who had no counter-expert declaration.

Also of note, the court rejected appellant’s position
that leave to bring in another doctor should have been
granted. The court focused on when McAlpine should
have known of the identity of the “newly” discovered

SEMINARS

We have interesting and informative seminars
available on a wide varietyof legal topics. We can
also customize a seminar to fit your needs. Topics
include:

• Pre-Trial Discovery
• Everything You Ever Wanted to Know

about Trial but Were Afraid to Ask
• Jury Selection
• Voir Dire
• Restaurant / Hotel Liability
• Premises Liability
• School Bus Liability
• Sexual Harassment

If you would like to schedule a seminar, please
contact Paul J. Lipman at (213) 627-2300 for
further information.

defendant doctor, not when she determined that the
doctor may have been liable. “Being uncertain whether
[a person] was legally responsible for the injuries does
not excuse her decision not to name [that person] as a
defendant in her complaint.” The court also noted that,
in this case, the new defendant engaged in a separate
act of malpractice on a subsequent surgery under a
different cause of action, and thus, could not relate back
to the facts identified in the original filing. Finally, the
court noted that leave was sought on the eve of trial.
As a result, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in
denying leave to bring in another doctor.

Thoughts: Make sure your expert is thorough:
mere conclusory statements will not be enough to shift
the burden.

Leave to amend to add new defendants: Challenge
Plaintiff on when did Plaintiff become aware of the
identity of defendant with respect to the injuries alleged,
and when plaintiff knew or should have known of the
possibility of liability.

- Abe Salem
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RECENT CALIFORNIASUPREME COURT DECISION
MAKES DEMURRERS EASIER ON CLAIMS OFTHIRD PARTY

INTERFERENCE WITH “AT WILL” CONTRACTS

I
n the recent case, Ixchel Pharma, LLC v. Biogen
Inc., two biotechnology companies Ixchel Pharma
LLC (“Ixchel”) and Forward Pharma (“Forward”) entered

into a “terminable at will” contract to develop a drug. In other
words, each side could drop the contract at any time for any
reason. Forward subsequently entered into a settlement
agreement with another biotechnology company, Biogen Inc.
(Biogen). In order to comply with the settlement agreement,
Forward had to terminate its “at will” contract with Ixchel. As
a result, Ixchel sued Biogen for tortious interference with the
Forward-Ixchel contract, among other claims. Ixchel also later
amended its complaint to add that the settlement agreement
between Forward and Biogen also violated Section 16600 of
the California Business and Professions Code. That section
makes void any contract clause that restrains a party from
engaging in lawful trade.

The case raised two issues. The first issue was whether
the “at will” nature of the contract between Ixchel and Forward
required Ixchel to allege an independent act of wrongfulness,
on the part of Biogen, in order to state a claim for tortious
interference with contractual relations. The second issue was
whether a contractual term that restrains one business from
engaging in lawful trade or business with another, is a per se
violation of Section 16600 of the California Business and
Professions Code, or whether the provision is subject to the
rule of reason test.

Generally, in order to state a claim for intentional interference
with contractual relations, a plaintiff must allege sufficient facts
to show that a legally binding contract existed between the
plaintiff and a third party, that the defendant knew of the
contract, the defendant acted intentionally to breach or disrupt
the contract, the defendant caused an actual breach and
disruption in the contract, and plaintiff suffered damage as a
result. “At will” employment contracts fall within an exception
to the rule, and as a result, are subject to heightened pleading
standard, requiring a plaintiff to allege an independent act of
wrongfulness on the part of the defendant, in order to overcome
a motion to dismiss at the pleading stage. The holding in Ixchel
expanded this heightened pleading standard to include “at
will” business contracts outside the employment context.

The Court borrowed the independent act of wrongfulness
element from the requirements of a related tort - tortious
interference with prospective economic relationship. The Court
reasoned that “at will” contracts, like prospective economic
relationships, present promises that are less worthy of
protection in light of public policy. A party is allowed to
terminate an “at will” contract at any time and for any reason.
To enforce speculative commitments like “at will” agreements
would override prevailing public policy to encourage
competition.

In this case, Ichxel was never guaranteed its bargained
for exchange in its contract with Forward. It is true that
Biogen presented Forward with an ultimatum - to pursue a
settlement agreement with Biogen or continue a
relationship with Ixchel. However, the ultimatum did not
require Forward to breach an existing contract. Instead it
presented Forward with an opportunity, and Forward made
the decision to exercise its option to discontinue a
relationship with Ixchel, in order to pursue another
economic relationship. Biogen’s terms were construed as
an aggressive negotiation tactic rather than a wrongful
act.

If Ixchel was able to show that Biogen violated Section
16600, the violation could constitute an intentional act of
wrongfulness, sufficient to state a tortious interference
with contractual relations claim.

Under the settlement agreement, Forward agreed that
it would not develop any drug with the active ingredient
dimethyl fumarate (“DMF”) for any company other than
Biogen. The drugs that Forward was developing for both
Ixchel and Biogen contained DMF as an active ingredient.
In fact, Forward exclusively developed drugs containing
DMF as an active ingredient. Ixchel alleged that this
provision violated Section 16600 of the California Business
and Professions Code by unfairly restricting Forward’s
ability to engage in free trade. In so alleging, Ixchel argued
that any restriction on lawful trade is a per se violation
under Section 16600. Biogen argued that the provision
was not a per se violation, but was subject to the rule of
reason test.

Section 16600 provides that “every contract by which
anyone is restrained from engaging in a lawful profession,
trade, or business of any kind is to that extent void.” On
its face, the language of Section 16600 is broad. However,
the Court reasoned that because the language of the
section is broad, any holding interpreting the legal effects
of the code must be analyzed in the framework of the
factual scenarios presented in the cases that led to the
Court’s holdings.

The Court analyzed the legislative intent of Section
16600 and case law interpreting the same and in doing so
held that non-compete provisions in employment contracts
or contracts relating to a sale of interest in a business are
per se void, however all other restraints on “business
operation or commercial dealings” are subject to a
reasonableness test borrowed from anti-trust laws.

- Amalia Albaryan
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negligence versus intentional conduct. Looking at
comparative fault principles, the court found that even
before Proposition 51, intentional tortfeasors were
excluded from the comparative fault doctrine.

Up until 1975, California applied the harsh rule of
contributory negligence, also known as the “all-or-
nothing” rule which barred all recovery if any negligent
conduct of the injured plaintiff “contributed as a legal
cause in any degree to the harm suffered.” To address
this concern, the courts developed relevant limitations
applying the doctrine only where the defendant was liable
on the basis of negligence, and was inapplicable where
the defendant was liable on the basis of “willful conduct”
or “an intentional wrong.” For example, because battery
is an intentional tort, courts held that the contributory
negligence defense was unavailable to defendants in
actions of battery.

The court also looked at the plain meaning of the
statute and analyzed various cases which came before
this one. It found that the legislature did not intend for an
intentional tortfeasor to get an offset of the negligence of
others. It is worthy to note that the court expressed no
opinion regarding whether a negligent tortfeasor may
offset their liability for non-economic damages based on
the extent to which an intentional tortfeasor contributed
to the injured party’s injuries.

Many fear that the holding in this case will have
disproportionate effects on taxpayers and consumers who
ultimately pay the costs of “huge ‘deep pocket’ court
awards” through higher taxes and increased costs of
goods and services. In the wake of George Floyd, one
could only anticipate that the financial burden on certain
defendants could only be expected to rise through similar
cases that will eventually follow B.B. Minor.

- Vahan Gabrielyan

SETTLEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL
CLAIMS RENDERS CLASS
ACTION CLAIMS MOOT

W
hen hopeful class action plaintiffs are denied
class certification, they often settle their
individual claims. The remaining class

allegations, including a class representative award or a “class-
sized” attorney fee award, remained up for grabs. Until
recently. In June, the Ninth Circuit dismissed a putative class
action after the named plaintiff voluntarily settled his
individual claims. Class action plaintiffs cannot have their
cake and eat it too.

In Brady v. AutoZone Stores, Inc., Case No. 19-35122
(9th Cir., June 3, 2020), Plaintiff brought claims for alleged
violations of Washington state’s meal break law. After years
of litigation, the district court denied Brady’s motion for class
certification. Thereafter, Brady settled his individual claims
for $5,000, which included resolution of “claims to costs or
attorneys’ fees.” The district court entered final judgment.
Brady then appealed the court’s prior denial of class
certification.

The Ninth Circuit concluded that the settlement mooted
the class claims, and dismissed the appeal. Specifically,
Plaintiff could not pursue class claims simply because he
had not dismissed them. Rather, plaintiff needed a genuine
financial stake in the outcome of the class claims. Unlike
prior Ninth Circuit cases where a live controversy remained
because the plaintiff properly preserved a financial interest
in the outcome of class claims, the Brady settlement
agreement did not specifically provide he would receive
additional compensation for class claims. Moreover, the Court
rejected the notion that plaintiff’s desire for an incentive
award or fear of liability for costs advanced by his attorneys
constitute a genuine financial interest.

In sum, “when a class representative voluntarily settles
his individual claims, he must do more than expressly leave
class claims unresolved to avoid mootness. A class
representative must also retain - as evidenced by an
agreement - a financial stake in the outcome of the class
claims.Absent such a stake, a class representative’s voluntary
settlement of individual claims renders class claims moot.”

Brady is an instructive reminder to both sides: Plaintiff
must have an unequivocal financial stake in class claims in
order to properly pursue them and defendant must be careful
to not unintentionally preserve a plaintiff’s class claims - by
failing to specifically eliminate them in an individual settlement
agreement.

- Kristen R. Rodriguez
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